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A sonic flow in a plane duct passing an abrupt increase in cross section is studied using compressible

large-eddy simulations. Different flow patterns are likely to appear in this configuration according

to the ratio between the downstream ambient pressure and the upstream reservoir pressure. For low

pressure ratios, the flow is entirely supersonic in the channel and a steady symmetrical shock pattern

is observed. For higher pressure ratios, the flow can be attached to one side of the channel with a

jet-like shock cell structure, or can be characterized by strong oscillations of a single normal shock

located near the sudden expansion, known as base-pressure oscillations in literature. A hysteresis

phenomenon is found experimentally and the state reached by the transonic flow depends on the

path followed by the pressure ratio. Moreover, a coupling of these base-pressure oscillations with

the quarter-wavelength resonance of the duct can occur. All these regimes are numerically

investigated and the results are favorably compared to available experimental data. A case of

frequency locking of this self-excited mechanism is also reproduced, in agreement with a modeling

of the resonator. The governing equations are solved using high-order central finite differences

combined with an overset grid approach. The large-eddy simulations are based on a relaxation

filtering and a nonlinear shock-capturing scheme is also implemented for shock waves. © 2009
American Institute of Physics. fdoi:10.1063/1.3247158g

I. INTRODUCTION

Shock-induced flow oscillations behind a sudden en-

largement of cross section are frequently generated by

pressure-reducing valves and by flow control devices in pipe

systems of power plants. Large pressure oscillations are

however quite undesirable to prevent excitation of structural

vibrations and fatigue. This problem is also representative of

transonic and supersonic flows involving unstable shock pat-

terns and yielding increased fluctuating pressure amplitudes,

as discussed in the review by Meier et al.1 In the present
work, the studied configuration is displayed in Fig. 1. Air at

atmospheric conditions, denoted by subscript a, is drawn
through a convergent nozzle of height h and is abruptly ex-
panded in the main rectangular channel of larger height H
and of length L. For a given geometry, the behavior of the
flow is driven by the exit pressure pe in the plenum chamber
downstream of the expansion duct or equivalently by the

pressure ratio t=pe /pa, where pa is the stagnation pressure in
the upstream reservoir. This flow has been investigated ex-

perimentally for different values of the area ratio h /H and of
the channel length-to-height ratio L /H. Boundary layer-
shock wave interactions, flow separations, as well as base-

pressure oscillations, hysteresis phenomena, and coupling

with an acoustic duct resonance are reported by Anderson et
al.2 and by Meier et al.3,4

As an illustration of the different flow regimes that can

occur in such a configuration, the evolution of the normal-

ized mean base pressure pw /pa at the bottom and top corner
region is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the pressure ratio t

for a given duct geometry. Three different flow regimes can

roughly be identified. For lower values of the pressure ratio,

t#0.25, the mean base pressure pw is nearly constant and
the flow inside the duct is entirely supersonic and symmetri-

cal. This steady flow pattern consists of reflected oblique

shock waves interacting with the wall boundary layers. This

regime can be illustrated by the interferograms provided by

Meier et al.3 Figure 3sad corresponds typically to this first
regime, which will be denoted regime A in what follows.

Note that the experimental points of Fig. 2 are not di-

rectly associated with the visualizations of Fig. 3 obtained

for a slightly different geometry. The two geometrical con-

figurations are however studied in the present work, and the

visualizations are not always available in the considerable

work provided by the authors.
3
Increasing the plenum-

chamber pressure pe, and thus the pressure ratio t=pe /pa,
where pa is the reservoir pressure, leads to a contraction and
eventually to a breakdown of the periodic shock-cell struc-

ture.

For higher pressure ratios in the range 0.300#t

#0.352, a normal shock can occur at the center of the chan-

nel, as illustrated in Fig. 3sbd. The flow is then subsonic

behind the shock, and also upstream of the shock between

the core flow boundaries and the walls. As a result, the cor-
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ner regions are no longer dead zones and large amplitude

perturbations can occur, namely, base pressure oscillations.

An unsteady symmetrical flow pattern is then observed for

this regime B and the snapshot is taken during the oscillation

cycle. For pressure ratios 0.316#t#0.352, the flow can also

be attached either to the top or bottom wall of the channel

without preference, as shown in Fig. 3scd. As a result, two
values of the base pressures are reported in Fig. 2, the lower

value of pw being associated with the attached side. In this
regime C, the flow pattern has a more jet-like structure and

no oscillating mechanism similar to the normal shock con-

figuration of regime B is observed for the configurations con-

sidered in this work.

To summarize, three different mean base pressure values

are reported in this range of pressure ratio, one for regime B

and two for regime C. Furthermore, the state taken by the

flow, namely, oscillating symmetrical regime B or asym-

metrical regime C, depends on whether the flow is driven

with an increasing or a decreasing downstream pressure pe.
Experimentally, the symmetrical oscillating flow pattern is

kept for an increasing pressure ratio until t.0.352 and then
lost in favor of an asymmetrical flow pattern. When the pres-

sure ratio decreases the asymmetrical flow pattern switches

to the oscillating flow pattern at t.0.316. This hysteresis
loop is indicated by two arrows in Fig. 2.

Furthermore, the self-exciting mechanism observed for

the symmetrical flow pattern of regime B induces weak and

irregular low-frequency shock oscillations, and the frequency

can be locked by the longitudinal acoustic resonances of the

channel. A strong coupling is then found between the shock

motion and the resonant duct. Induced high fluctuating pres-

sure levels can result in possible damage to the whole pipe

system in practice.

This flow physics involving turbulence, shocks, interac-

tions with boundary layers, and aeroacoustic resonances is a

real challenge for computational aeroacoustics.
5,6
Meier et

al.3 provided time sequence visualizations of the different
flow regimes based on the Mach–Zehnder interferometry.

Static wall pressure data and frequency spectra of the pres-

sure fluctuations along the walls are also available, making it

possible to perform a quantitative validation of the numerical

simulations. In the present work, a numerical solver of the

compressible Navier–Stokes equations called Code_Safari

sfor simulation of aeroacoustic flows and resonance and in-
teractiond has been developed to simulate aeroacoustic cou-
plings for internal flows. High-order schemes are used to

preserve the generated acoustic field and a nonlinear adaptive

filter is implemented to correctly capture strong shock

waves. Moreover, a high-order overset grid ability has been

adapted in the code in order to handle complex geometries

and flow regions with disparate characteristic scales. Note

that the numerical algorithm must be sufficiently robust in

order to treat shocks and supersonic wall flows, and also

accurate enough to retain sound waves that result from com-

plex nonlinear interactions. A previous study
7
has shown that

an overly high-dissipative numerical approach and a two-

dimensional s2Dd geometry are not able to capture the cou-
pling between the shock oscillations and the resonant duct.
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FIG. 1. Sudden enlargement of rectangular duct cross section: The flow

regime is characterized by the pressure ratio between the plenum chamber

and the upstream ambient pressure t=pe /pa. Note that the flow is supersonic
for t, f2 / sg+1dgg/sg−1d.0.53, where g=1.4 is the specific heat ratio. The

cross-sectional ratio is given by h /H, where h is the nozzle height and H is

the test-duct height, L is the duct length, and b is the width of the nozzle and
of the duct, in the spanwise direction. The flow can be monitored by the base

pressure pw at the two upstream corners of the channel.
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FIG. 2. Turbulent flow behind a sudden enlargement of rectangular duct

cross section for the case L=0.16 m, L /H=4.82, and h /H=0.3. Experimen-
tal data sRef. 2d of the ssd upper and sPd lower normalized mean base

pressure pw /pa as a function of the pressure ratio t.

FIG. 3. Mach–Zehnder interferometry visualizations of the flow, i.e., fringes

represent lines of constant density, for different pressure ratios: sad t
=0.151 symmetrical supersonic flow, denoted regime A; sbd t=0.364 sym-
metrical flow with a normal shock, denoted regime B; scd t=0.377 asym-

metrical flow with jetlike shock cells, denoted regime C. The expansion duct

length is L=0.24 m and the aspect ratios are L /H=7.23 and h /H=0.3,
taken from Ref. 3.
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The paper is organized as follows. The numerical algo-

rithm is first briefly discussed in Sec. II. In Sec. III, a low

pressure ratio t=0.15 case corresponding to regime A is pre-

sented. Regimes B and C are investigated in Sec. IV for

different pressure ratios, 0.30#t#0.35, associated with the

hysteresis cycle shown in Fig. 2. A coupling of the base-

pressure oscillations with the first longitudinal acoustic mode

of the channel, leading to a frequency selection of the self-

excited shock oscillations, is presented in Sec. V. The geom-

etry of the different studied configurations is provided in

Table I. Concluding remarks are finally drawn in Sec. VI.

The formulation of the shock detection used in the adaptive

nonlinear filtering and the derivation of an analytical expres-

sion of the base pressure are reported in Appendixes A and

B, respectively.

II. NUMERICAL STRATEGY

The compressible three-dimensional s3Dd Navier-Stokes
equations written in conservative form after application of a

general time-invariant curvilinear coordinate transformation

from physical space to computational space, sx ,y ,zd
→ sj ,h ,zd are solved. This yields

]

]t
SQ

J
D + ]E

]j
+

]F

]h
+

]G

]z
= 0,

where J is the Jacobian of the geometric transformation. The
unknown vector in the above equation writes Q

= sr ,ru ,rv ,rw ,retd
T, where r designates the density, u ,v ,w

the Cartesian velocity components, and et the total specific
energy, given by ret=p / sg−1d+rsu2+v

2+w2d /2 for a per-

fect gas. The flux vectors E, F, and G contain the inviscid

and the viscous terms. Their expressions as well as the met-

ric identities for the grid transformation can be found in the

works of Visbal and Gaitonde
8
or Marsden et al.9 The mo-

lecular dynamic viscosity is classically calculated by using

Sutherland’s law.

For interior points of the computational domain, the

fluxes and the velocity derivatives involved in the viscous

terms are calculated by the centered 11-point finite difference

scheme developed by Bogey and Bailly.
10
This scheme has

been optimized in wavenumber space and is able to accu-

rately differentiate perturbations discretized by at least four

points per wavelength. The time integration is performed by

an explicit fourth-order low-storage Runge–Kutta scheme.

The Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy sCFLd number is 0.7 and the
time step Dt is updated every iteration during the transient

phase. An optimized explicit 11-point low pass filter removes

grid-to-grid oscillations, not resolved by centered finite dif-

ference schemes.
10,11

The large-eddy simulation is based on a

relaxation filtering to properly remove the nonresolved tur-

bulent structures by draining the cascade energy near the grid

cutoff frequency. This method was successfully applied by

Bogey and Bailly
12,13

for round subsonic jets, by Berland et
al.14 for computing screech noise of a supersonic jet, or more
recently by Marsden et al.15 for airfoil noise using curvilin-
ear coordinates. The filtering coefficient is chosen to be 0.2

inside the computational domain. In regions with strong gra-

dients, an additional shock-capturing procedure is intro-

duced, and the adaptive nonlinear artificial dissipation model

proposed by Kim and Lee
16
is used in the present work. The

standard Jameson shock sensor has been modified and more

details are provided in Appendix A.

The previous finite-difference schemes are designed for

structured grids. In order to treat more complex geometries, a

high-order overset ability has been adapted and implemented

in the solver. In this approach, the computational domain is

subdivided into overlapping structured grid components. The

governing equations are solved on each component grid

separately and domain connectivity is obtained through the

use of interpolation polynomials. This Chimera grid method

was first proposed by Benek et al.17 and extended for aeroa-
coustic simulations by Delfs.

18
The grid assembler module

ogen of the freely available library Overture developed at the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has been inter-

faced with the solver. The conception of Overture as a library

makes it easy to call grid assembler functions during com-

putation. Fluid-structure interaction problems involving rela-

tive motion of multiple bodies can also be simulated.
19
For

communication between grid boundaries that do not coin-

cide, a high-order interpolation is used. Lagrangian polyno-

mials were found by Sherer and Scott
20
to be best suited in

terms of accuracy, execution time, and implementation as-

pects for the high-order overset grid approach. Various tests

have shown that at least eighth-order polynomials have to be

used in order to make the error of the interpolation negligible

when using the 11-point finite difference scheme. For load

balancing purpose, each component grid is subdivided

evenly N times in each direction and can thus be computed

by Nprocs=Nj,procs3Nh,procs3Nz,procs. In a preprocessing step,

the algorithm distributes the data concerning the computa-

tional grid and the interpolation provided by ogen for the

parallel computation. The standard Message Passing Inter-

face library routines have been used for code parallelization.

Different grids have been used in this study. The com-

TABLE I. Pressure ratio and geometrical parameters of the computed configurations.

Case t L smd L /H h /H b /H Regime Flow feature

R1 0.15 0.24 7.23 0.3 3.01 A Steady symmetrical

R2 0.30 0.16 4.82 0.3 3.01 B Base-pressure oscillations

R3 0.31 ¯ ¯ ¯ 3.01 B Base-pressure oscillations

R4 0.32 ¯ ¯ ¯ 3.01 C Asymmetrical flow pattern

R5 0.348 ¯ ¯ ¯ 3.01 C Asymmetrical flow pattern

R6 0.41 0.08 5.33 0.4 6.67 B Acoustic resonance
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mon features are recalled in this section whereas specific

mesh statistics are given in Secs. III–V. The entire overset

grid generated by using ogen is represented in Fig. 4sad, and
is built up in three parts: the nozzle, the expansion duct, and

the reservoir. The grid points in the nozzle and in the expan-

sion duct are spaced uniformly in each direction. The reser-

voir grid is stretched in the x-direction on the last 30 points
and in the y-direction on the last 50 points with a ratios of

3% and 1%, respectively. The grid in the spanwise

z-direction is uniformly spaced. To describe the interaction

between the boundary layers developing along the walls of

the expansion duct and the shocks, a finer grid resolution is

required in these regions. This can be accomplished by the

overset grid approach that allows to patch grids of arbitrarily

refinement in the regions of interest, as shown in Fig. 4sbd.
Refined meshes have been used for the nozzle and for the

near wall region of the expansion channel. Periodic boundary

conditions are used in spanwise direction.

The values of pressure and of temperature of air at rest

in the upstream room, which is not included in the present

simulation, are provided by Meier et al.,3 pa=1.01
3105 Pa and Ta=293 K. The convergent part of the nozzle

is also not included in the computational domain, and the

critical inflow conditions are thus computed using isentropic

relations for a sonic flow, which yields

Min = uin/cin = 1.01, vin = 0, win = 0,

pin = 0.52pa, Tin = 0.83Ta.

The incoming boundary layer was not documented by the

authors,
3
but the nozzle was designed to produce a thin

boundary layer at the exit. Therefore, the velocity profile at

the nozzle inflow is kept uniform in the present simulations.

When no grid refinement is used near the channel walls,

namely, cases R2–R6, slip conditions are applied only along

the nozzle wall. This ensures that the boundary layer remains

sufficiently thin at the nozzle outflow. When grid refinement

is used, namely, for case R1, adiabatic no-slip conditions are

applied along the nozzle and a laminar velocity profile de-

velops along the nozzle walls. Velocity profiles at three po-

sitions in the x-direction of the nozzle are reported in Fig. 5.
The thickness of the boundary layer is around D.0.4

310−3 m and the developing boundary layer is discretized

by eight points over the fine grid.

Adiabatic no-slip boundary conditions are applied along

all the walls of the expansion duct. As mentioned before, the

pressure in the plenum chamber pe is fixed by the pressure

ratio t and the temperature is imposed at Te=Ta=293 K.

The nonreflective boundary conditions of Tam and Dong
21

extended to 3D geometries by Bogey and Bailly
22
are used at

the reservoir boundaries. A sponge zone is also classically

implemented in order that turbulent perturbations leave the

computational domain without spurious acoustic

reflections.
22

III. SYMMETRICAL STEADY SUPERSONIC FLOW
PATTERN

In this section, a low pressure ratio of t=0.15 associated
with the geometrical parameters reported in Table I, denoted

case R1 hereafter, is first studied. The turbulent flow is orga-

nized by a steady shock-cell structure, as shown in Fig. 3 for

regime A. The Reynolds number based on the nozzle height

h and the inflow velocity uin is Reh=2.13105. Details about

number of grid points and grid cell sizes are given in Table

II. A total number of 433106 grid points has been distrib-

uted over Nprocs=258, and around 133106 iterations have

been performed in about 310 hours on a Linux cluster.

A. Mean flow field

An interferogram-like plot showing the computed mean

density field is represented in Fig. 6sad and can be compared
to the view sbd observed by Meier et al.3 for the same geom-
etry. The two pictures are qualitatively in good agreement. A

divergent supersonic jet formed by the expansion waves gen-

erated at the nozzle edges is visible. This flow pattern can be

found for not perfectly expanded supersonic jets since the jet
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FIG. 4. Grid generated by using ogen for case R1 corresponding to a pres-

sure ratio t=0.15; see Table I. Every eighth line is represented in the x-y
plane. sad Entire computational domain including the nozzle, the expansion
duct, and the plenum chamber. sbd Detailed view on the nozzle and of the

expansion duct. The walls are refined using overlapping grids.
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FIG. 5. Velocity profiles of the incoming laminar boundary layer at three

locations: sPd at x=−Ln, ssd at x=−Ln /2, and snd at x=0, where Ln=9.1
310−3 m is the nozzle length.
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exit pressure pin is greater than the pressure pe imposed at the
channel exit. Assuming a quasi-one-dimensional isentropic

flow, the equivalent Mach number M j of the corresponding

perfectly expanded jet

M j =Î 2

g − 1
st−sg−1d/g − 1d

would be M j.1.90. The pressure in the corner regions does

not match the pressure of the expanding supersonic jet. The

mismatch is compensated by a compression near the nozzle

edges. The first oblique shock wave appears when the expan-

sion waves are reflected by the upper and lower wall, and the

axial maximum Mach number M=3.7 is then attained in the

simulation. Further downstream, the shock waves are re-

flected on the lower and upper wall, respectively, and form a

symmetrical cell structure. However, the density maximum

observed downstream of the jet reattachment is less extended

in the computation. A zoom on this zone is shown in Fig. 7.

This density maximum is slightly detached from the wall

indicating more complex interactions in the presence of the

boundary layer. This specific point is discussed in Sec. III B.

The computed and measured static mean pressures along

the lower wall are displayed in Fig. 8. Numerical results and

experiments are in reasonable agreement. The first pressure

peak caused by the jet reattachment is accurately predicted

even though the peak is too narrow. The subsequent expan-

sion fits correctly with the experimental pressure curve. A

second compression indicating the reflection of the oblique

shock is also well predicted in its amplitude but is located

slightly further downstream.

B. Some aspects of the turbulent flow

A supersonic boundary layer develops along the duct

walls downstream of the jet reattachment and interacts with

the impinging oblique shock waves. An instantaneous nu-

merical Schlieren visualization of the entire computational

domain and a zoom in the jet reattachment region are shown

in Figs. 9sad and 9sbd, respectively. The expanding jet is

bounded by a contact discontinuity and a thin shear layer.

Small compression waves are emitted from instabilities de-

veloping and growing in this thin shear layer. Its impinge-

ment on the wall enhances turbulent mixing and shifts the

reattachment zone. Behind the jet reattachment zone, coher-

ent structures that are shed at lower frequencies can be ob-

served and might be linked to development of instability

waves in the free shear layer further upstream. It is well

known that the amplification of turbulence and the change in

scales are the two main consequences of the interaction with

shocks.
23

Visualization of the first and second oblique shock in-

cluding the boundary layer interaction are displayed in Figs.

9scd and 9sdd.24 The incoming boundary layer seems to be

transitional. Shock wave-boundary layer interactions are ob-

served and the downstream boundary layer is more turbulent.

This mixing enhancement is typical for such interactions.
25

Figure 9sed shows the shock wave-boundary layer interaction
near the outflow. A normal shock pattern is observed with a

lambda structure near the wall. The boundary layer separates

at the vicinity of the upstream foot leg and turbulent mixing

is again enhanced.

From a numerical point of view, no spurious oscillations

are observed when the oblique shocks cross the interpolation

zone between two overset grids. The background low-

dissipation filtering combined with the nonlinear filter ap-

FIG. 6. Pressure ratio t=0.15, case R1. Mean density field using

interferogram-like color map. sad Present computation, 60 isocontours be-

tween 0 and 0.742 kg m−3; sbd experiments sRef. 3d.
FIG. 7. Pressure ratio t=0.15, case R1. Zoom on the reattachment zone of

the abruptly expanded supersonic jet; refer to Fig. 6.

TABLE II. Characteristics of the overset mesh for the low pressure ratio t=0.15, case R1. The length scales are
given in wall units, y+=yu f /nw, the wall-friction velocity u f.9.4 m s−1 is computed at the location x /H=3.5,
and nw.6.9310−5 m2 s−1 denotes the value of the viscosity at the wall.

Nx Ny Nz Dxmin
+ Dymin

+ Dzmin
+ Nprocs

Nozzle 116 193 41 10.5 7.0 42.1 6

Expansion duct scentrald 706 109 41 42.1 28.1 42.1 15

Expansion duct srefined regiond 285 399 41 10.5 7.0 42.1 31

Lower near wall grid 3052 121 41 10.5 7.0 42.1 86

Upper near wall grid 3052 121 41 10.5 7.0 42.1 86

Reservoir 292 341 41 42.1 28.1 42.1 34
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plied near the shocks seems efficient since the robustness is

obtained without smoothing shocks or removing turbulence

generated by the shock-boundary-layer interactions.

Mean velocity and temperature profiles are plotted at

three different locations, xP1=1.5H, xP2=3.5H, and xP3
=5.5H, in Fig. 10. After each compression, the boundary

layer thickens, the turbulence develops and as a result, the

temperature increases near the wall due to viscous effects.

The boundary layer thickness, defined as the location at

which U=0.99Umax, is estimated as follows for the three

positions, dP1.2.8310−3 m, dP2.3.6310−3 m, and dP3
.6.4310−3 m, and the friction velocities have also been

computed, u f ,P1.9.8 m /s, u f ,P2.9.4 m /s, and u f ,P3
.8.4 m /s. These friction velocities are certainly underesti-

mated since the turbulent boundary layer is under-resolved.

Further investigations are needed but this point is out of the

scope of the present study.

The transverse turbulence intensities are given in Fig. 11

for the three positions Pi. The shapes of the curves are rea-
sonable and compare qualitatively well with results of litera-
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FIG. 8. t=0.15, case R1. Static mean pressure distribution along the duct

wall and normalized by pa; s—d present computation; ssd experiments sRef.
3d.
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FIG. 9. Pressure ratio t=0.15, case R1. Instantaneous numerical Schlieren
field, 0# u¹ru#60 kg m−4. sad Entire computational domain; sbd jet reat-
tachment region; scd first shock wave/boundary layer interaction zone; sdd
second shock wave/boundary layer interaction zone; sed third shock wave/

boundary layer interaction zone with flow separation near the end of the

duct, at x /H=7.23.
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FIG. 10. Pressure ratio t=0.15, case R1. Profiles of the mean streamwise

velocity U sad and temperature T sbd at three different positions: s- · - · - · d
xP1=1.5H, s- - -d xP2=3.5H, and s—–d xP3=5.5H. Dotted lines denote the

overlap region.
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FIG. 11. Pressure ratio t=0.15, case R1. Transverse profiles of s—–d u8,
s- - -d v8, and s- · - · -·d w8 at three different positions: sad xP1=1.5H, sbd
xP2=3.5H, and scd xP3=5.5H.
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ture found for free equilibrium boundary layers. At P1, the
peak of u8 is overestimated compared to the boundary layer
of Spalart,

26
indicating that the boundary layer is still transi-

tional. At position P2, this peak is reduced indicating the

presence of a more turbulent boundary layer. At position P3,
u8 is entirely overestimated probably due to the variation of
the bulk velocity caused by large shock motions in the axial

direction that can be observed. Spectra of the velocity com-

ponents and of the pressure computed at the position sx ,yd
= s3.5H ,15Dy+d are shown in Fig. 12. Despite the small

length of the computational domain in the spanwise direc-

tion, which corresponds to approximately 6% of the channel

length L, the spectrum of the spanwise component of the

velocity indicates that the turbulent flow is also properly de-

veloped in the z-direction.

IV. TRANSONIC FLOW AT MODERATE PRESSURE
RATIO

For moderate pressure ratios, the flow is transonic in the

main channel. Regime B associated with base-pressure oscil-

lations is then in competition with regime C, characterized

by a steady asymmetrical flow pattern. As already mentioned

in Sec. I, the two regimes coexist and the switch between

these two states is driven by an hysteresis cycle, refer to Fig.

2. Four simulations with pressure ratios t=0.30, t=0.31, t
=0.32, and t=0.35 have been carried out, denoted by R2–R5
in Table I. The grid spacings are summarized in Table III.

The total number of grid points is 5.13106. All the cases

have been computed using Nprocs=32 processors.

A. Numerical results

As highlighted in the experiments of Meier et al.,3 a key
parameter to identify the symmetrical and the asymmetrical

flow patterns is the base pressure pw at the two upstream

corners of the channel. Computed values obtained for the

four computations are reported in Fig. 13, and a remarkable

agreement is found with the measurements in the same geo-

metrical configuration. The upper branch of the hysteresis

loop, as well as the switch from the asymmetrical to the

symmetrical flow regime, is correctly captured by the simu-

lations. Note that for the computation at t=0.32, two slightly
different values of the base pressure exist due to a weak

inclination of the normal shock. The average gives the base

pressure value corresponding to the symmetrical flow re-

gime. Regimes B and C are presented in the following by

considering cases R3 and R4 as illustration. The two addi-

tional simulations R2 and R5 have been performed to en-

dorse numerical results, as shown in Fig. 13.

1. Symmetrical base-pressure oscillations „regime B…

Schlieren pictures distributed over 1 cycle of the base-

pressure oscillations are reported in Figs. 14 and 15 for case

R3 at t=0.31. A general view of the flow features is first

given. The flow pattern presents a normal shock interacting

with the attached jet by a bifurcating or lambda structure on

the lower and on the upper walls. This is a classical picture

of a shock wave-boundary layer interaction. The pressure

jump across the normal shock is transmitted into the bound-

ary layer. Below the sonic line near the wall, the flow is

subsonic and the pressure rise imposed by the shock pro-

duces a thickening of the boundary layer. In the present case,

the front leg of the bifurcation corresponds to the oblique

shock wave that is generated by the expansion waves gener-

ated at the nozzle exit and deflected by the channel walls.

Downstream of the trailing leg, a supersonic tongue develops

and the supersonic layers remain attached to the upper and

lower walls. The flow downstream the normal shock is sub-

sonic in the duct. In the vortex sheet layers separating the

supersonic near wall layers and the subsonic flow in the

channel, 2D instability rolls first develop, and these instabili-

ties then give rise to turbulent 3D structures further down-

stream, near the duct outflow.
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FIG. 12. Pressure ratio t=0.15, case R1. Frequency spectra at sx ,yd
= s3.5H ,15Dy+d for the three velocity components and for the pressure. The
dashed line designates the cutoff frequency of the algorithm, estimated using

Taylor’s hypothesis, and the solid line represents Kolmogorov’s 5/3-law.

TABLE III. Characteristics of nozzle, expansion duct, and reservoir grid for cases R2–R5. The length scales are

given in wall units y+=yu f /nw, and the wall friction velocity and viscosity at the wall of case R1 are used; see

Table II.

Nx Ny Nz Dxmin
+ Dymin

+ Dzmin
+ Nprocs

Nozzle 29 49 31 42.1 28.1 42.1 1

Expansion duct scentrald 510 161 31 42.1 28.1 42.1 15

Reservoir 203 398 31 42.1 28.1 42.1 16
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The base-pressure oscillation cycle can then be de-

scribed as follows. For pictures sad–sjd in Figs. 14 and 15, the
supersonic jet is attached to the walls, and the normal shock

in the channel gets stronger whereas the base pressure de-

creases. The shock-cell structures inside the supersonic lay-

ers are fully developed near the wall, and are clearly visible

in Fig. 14sfd, which could represent one end of the oscillation
cycle. A stronger shock implies a higher downstream pres-

sure, a larger section filled by the normal shock wave, and

the supersonic layers near the wall become smaller. As the

pressure increases downstream the shock, the configuration

is not stable and the shock moves upstream. Then, as shown

in Fig. 14skd, the shock is detached which allows a feedback
between the downstream flow and the dead zone in the up-

stream corners where the base pressure pw is monitored. As

this base pressure rises, the supersonic jet is contracted, the

cross section of the shock decreases, and the flow is acceler-

ated downstream in the duct, see Fig. 14sod. As a result, the
flow entrainment decreases the base pressure, and a new nor-

mal shock is formed between Fig. 14spd and Fig. 14sad.
The oscillation frequency is estimated as f.350 Hz by

the Fourier transform of the pressure signal pwstd, and can be
compared to the value f.373 Hz given by Meier et al.3 for
the symmetrical base-oscillation frequency at t=0.348. Os-
cillations are weak and irregular, and no coupling with

acoustic modes of the channel is observed in this configura-

tion. Such a coupling is rather found for a shorter duct length

L, as discussed in Sec. V.

2. Asymmetrical steady flow „regime C…

Another state can be reached by the flow as mentioned

before, and the corresponding flow pattern obtained for case

R4 at t=0.32 is shown in Fig. 16 as illustration of regime C.
The steady flow is asymmetrical and is entirely separated

from the lower duct wall. The isosurfaces of vorticity illus-

trate how the jet cross section is initially preserved, and how

it begins to break up and mix more efficiently at the middle

of the first shock cell. The jet reattaches after the end of the

second shock cell. On the lower wall, regularly spaced strong

perturbations traveling downstream can be observed, and a

reversed flow is also found.

Figure 13 reveals the excellent agreement of the com-

puted base pressures with the upper branch of the measure-

ments. No aeroacoustic coupling is detected by the present

simulations when the flow is asymmetrical. This is consistent

with the experiments that do not exhibit acoustic feedback

when the asymmetric transonic flow is established in the

duct. Dominance of the asymmetric flow pattern in the hys-
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FIG. 13. Experimental data sRef. 3d of the normalized mean base pressure
pw /pa as a function of the pressure ratio t for cases R2–R5, see also Fig. 2,
and the present simulations: sLd upper wall and sld lower wall.
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FIG. 14. Pressure ratio t=0.31, case R3. Schlieren-like pictures 0# u¹ru
#80 kg m−4 around the nozzle exit in the middle x-y plane. Snapshots over
a period of the base-pressure oscillations.
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teresis cycle could be attributed to the periodic boundary

conditions used in the spanwise direction. The pressure in the

upper and lower corner regions cannot be kept in balance as

it would be the case when the lateral walls are present.

Therefore the jet destabilizes and attaches to one duct side

more easily.

Some turbulence statistics are given in Fig. 17 for the

turbulent kinetic energy and the main turbulent shear-stress

component. A high turbulent kinetic energy production is

found along the upper and lower shear layers. On the at-

tached side, turbulent production is endorsed by the presence

of the wall. On the lower wall, the turbulent energy has
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FIG. 15. Pressure ratio t=0.31, case R3. Schlieren-like pictures 0# u¹ru#80 kg m−4 of the whole channel duct in the middle x-y plane. Snapshots over a
period of the base-pressure oscillations.
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reached its maximum downstream the first shock and drops

to a constant value up to the end of the duct. This indicates a

transition to a fully turbulent flow.

B. Influence of the shock-capturing scheme

As discussed before and illustrated in Fig. 13, the regime

followed by the turbulent supersonic flow results from shock

interactions with the turbulent boundary layers. Numerically,

accuracy of the numerical solution is potentially damaged by

the application of the adaptive nonlinear filtering, and this

point is emphasized in the present section. As observed for

the validation test cases performed before this study,
27

the

numerical dissipation introduced in the shock region can be

minimized by the use of a higher-order Jameson sensor. Two

computations have been carried out for case R4, one using

the classical Jameson filter in the formulation of Kim and

Lee,
16
and one using the modified detector based on a more

selective filter, transfer functions of the two filters are pro-

vided in Appendix A.

Computed spectra of the velocity and of the pressure are

reported in Fig. 18 as illustration. Using the classical detector

leads to slightly lower amplitudes, especially for the velocity

component w in the spanwise direction. This might be an

indication that the transition to a turbulent state of the shear

layer might be retarded due to higher dissipation introduced

by the low order shock-capturing filter. Development of an

efficient shock-capturing scheme combined with a low-

dissipation and low-dispersion algorithm in computational

aeroacoustics remains however a challenging problem.
28

V. SELF-EXCITED TRANSONIC FLOW OSCILLATIONS

As discussed in Sec. I, a coupling between base-pressure

oscillations and duct acoustic resonances can occur, and is

sometimes observed experimentally
2,3

for a given geometry.

As reported by Meier et al.,3 short ducts with small h /H fail

to oscillate whereas longer ducts fall in the asymmetrical

flow regime C. The self-excited mechanism is only observed

for relative short ducts with area ratio such as f=h /H
$0.3. In the present section, a more favorable configuration

is therefore studied with a shorter length L and a pressure

ratio of t=0.41, refer to case R6 in Table I for the geometri-
cal parameters. As a result of this choice, the Reynolds num-

ber is slightly decreased, Reh.1.33105, the shorter duct

length leads to higher longitudinal mode frequencies, and

thus to a reduction in the computation time. Moreover, the

symmetrical flow regime B is preferred for this aspect ratio

h /H. The pressure in the corner pw measured
3
as a function

of the outflow pressure pe is displayed in Fig. 19. The hys-

FIG. 16. Pressure ratio t=0.32, case
R4. Schlieren-like view 0# u¹ru
#200 kg m−4 of the main channel on

the middle x-y plane.
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FIG. 17. Pressure ratio t=0.32, case R4. sad Turbulent kinetic energy, 12
isocontours are plotted ranging from 0# kui9ui9l /2#25 m2 s−2. sbd Turbu-
lent shear stress, ten isocontours are plotted ranging from 0# uku9v9l / r̄u
#100 m2 s−2.
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FIG. 18. Pressure ratio t=0.32, case R4. Frequency spectra at sx ,yd
= s3.5H ,15Dy+d for the velocity components and for the pressure, using

s– – –d the Jameson sensor and s—d the modified Jameson sensor based on
11-point selective filter. The vertical dashed line designates the cutoff fre-

quency of the algorithm, estimated by using Taylor’s hypothesis.
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teresis region is narrower than for the previous cases R2–R5,

as shown in Fig. 13.

A new computational grid has been built using approxi-

mately the same number of mesh points as in Sec. IV, that is

5.13106, and is distributed over Nprocs=165 processors. De-

tail regarding the main overset meshes is provided in Table

IV.

A. A model for the aerodynamic field

A Schlieren-like view of the whole computational do-

main is shown in Fig. 20. A normal shock wave can be

observed in the upstream part of the duct and the flow re-

mains subsonic downstream in the main duct, before reach-

ing the plenum chamber in which the pressure is imposed at

pe on the boundaries. A sponge layer is implemented at the

duct exit to dissipate vortical structures without generating

spurious sound. The acoustic radiation at the outflow of the

duct is also visible in the picture and leaves the computa-

tional domain without spurious reflections.

The mean flow field is found symmetrical. The com-

puted time averaged static pressure distributions along the

upper and lower duct walls are given in Fig. 21sad. After the
expansion, the compression zone indicates the location of the

strong normal shock. Further downstream, the static pressure

on the upper and the lower ducts converges to a value that is

close to the downstream pressure pe=0.41pa. The computed
mean pressure in the upper and lower corners is pw
.0.165pa in excellent agreement with the measurements, as
reported in Fig. 19. A relationship between the pressure ratio

pw /pa and the Mach number Me downstream the normal

shock can be established using one dimensional compress-

ible flow equations,

1 − f

f

pw
pa

+ sg + 1dS 2

g + 1
Dg/sg−1d

− S 2

g + 1
Dsg+1d/s2sg−1dd 1 + gMe

2

MeÎ1 +
g − 1

2
Me

2

= 0, s1d

where g is the ratio of specific heats, see Appendix B. For

the computed value of the mean base pressure pw, Eq. s1d
yields a Mach number of Me.0.51, as shown in Fig. 26, and

this value is in good agreement with the computed Mach

number along the center line y=0 of the channel, as dis-

played in Fig. 21sbd.

B. A model for the frequency locking
of base-pressure oscillations

Schlieren pictures distributed over one base-pressure os-

cillation cycle are shown in Fig. 22. Starting with picture sld,
the base pressure decreases which induces a larger expansion

of the exit supersonic jet, a stronger normal shock, and thus

a higher pressure in the subsonic flow downstream. From

pictures sdd–sid, an abrupt pressure adjustment occurs

through the subsonic boundary layers, and the normal shock

wave is recovered in picture sjd, as described in Sec. IV A 1.

However in the present case, the frequency of this self-

exciting mechanism is imposed by the fundamental longitu-

dinal acoustic resonance of the duct. The spectral peak of the

wall pressure along the duct is plotted in Fig. 23 and this

frequency is found to be f.700 Hz. The shape of the pres-

sure amplitude is maximum at the nozzle exit and signifi-
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FIG. 19. t=0.41, case R6. Normalized mean base pressure measured sRef.
3d as a function of the pressure ratio t; ssd upper wall and sPd lower wall.
Present simulations, shd upper wall and s3d lower wall.

TABLE IV. Characteristics of nozzle, expansion duct, and reservoir grid for case R6. The length scales are

given in wall units y+=yu f /nw, and the wall friction velocity and viscosity at the wall of case R1 are used; see

Table II.

Nx Ny Nz Dxmin
+ Dymin

+ Dzmin
+ Nprocs

Nozzle 29 65 31 21.5 12.9 21.5 6

Expansion duct scentrald 510 161 31 21.5 12.9 21.5 77

Reservoir 203 398 31 21.5 12.9 21.5 82

FIG. 20. Schlieren-like view 0# u¹ru#80 kg m−4 in the middle x-y plane
of the whole computational domain including the reservoir.
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cantly diminishes when approaching the duct end, with a

peak corresponding to the mean position of the normal shock

wave.

In what follows, an estimation of the resonance fre-

quency is proposed. In the presence of a uniform mean flow,

the solution for the one-dimensional wave equation can be

expressed as

p8 = sAeik
+x + Be−ik

−xde−ivt,

where k+=k0 / s1+Med and k−=k0 / s1−Med are the down-

stream and upstream wavenumbers,
29 Me is the Mach num-

ber, and k0=v /ce. For an ended-open tube, the boundary

conditions are u8 ux=0=0 and p8 ux=L=0. Furthermore, in the

presence of a mean flow, the boundary condition u8=0 reads

Me

1

ce

]p8

]t
+ sMe

2 − 1d
]p8

]x
= 0

by using linearized Euler’s equations. This expression re-

places the classical Neumann boundary condition on the

pressure for a medium at rest. Therefore, the eigenfrequen-

cies are given by

fr,n = s2n − 1ds1 −Me
2d
ce
4L

. s2d

In the considered case, the mean Mach number Me is given

by the subsonic flow behind the normal shock, estimated by

Eq. s1d, and ce corresponds to the mean sound velocity be-

hind the shock. The upstream part of the duct can be treated

as a closed end since a sonic flow is always present at the

throat, and therefore no information can travel upstream

through the nozzle. An end correction must be introduced
29,30

at x=L, but only the no-mean flow case for a flanged circular

duct is well established in literature. Following Ingard and

Shingal,
29

the effective duct length is then estimated by L
+dL with dL=0.8217 sH /2d / s1−Me

2d. The resonance fre-

quency of the quarter-wave mode can thus be estimated as

follows:

fr,0 = s1 −Me
2d

ce
4Leq

, Leq . L + 0.82173 H/2. s3d

Using Me.0.51 and Te=Ta / s1+ sg−1d /23Me
2d, one gets

ce.334 m s−1, a value in agreement with the calculated

mean flow, and fr,0.721 Hz for the fundamental mode fre-

quency. Although the value predicted by the model is in

agreement with the computed value, the importance of the

impedance condition at x=L has to be emphasize. In the

present case, kH=2pfr,0H /ce.0.23, and therefore the con-

dition p8 ux=L=0 seems reasonable.
29
Periodic boundary con-

ditions are used in the spanwise direction, and the resonance

frequency is certainly modified with respect to the full scale
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FIG. 21. t=0.41, case R6. sad Computed mean pressure along the s—d upper
and s– – –d lower wall. sbd Computed mean Mach number along the center

line y=0, s– – –d theoretical value downstream the shock provided by Eq.

s1d.
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FIG. 22. Pressure ratio t=0.41, case R6. Schlieren pictures u¹ru around the
nozzle exit in the middle x-y plane. Snapshots over a period of the self-

excited base-pressure oscillations.
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experiment. The experimental value reported by Meier et al.3

is about f.650 Hz. In this simulation, and as observed in

the experiments, the frequency selection of the base-pressure

oscillations is imposed by the first longitudinal acoustic reso-

nance of the channel. Moreover, the computed pressure level

is quite high, about 148 dB/Hz at this frequency.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, the transonic flow passing a sudden

enlargement of cross section has been studied by using large-

eddy simulations based on an explicit relaxation filtering.

The three main regimes found experimentally by Meier et
al.3 and Anderson et al.2 were recovered as a function of the
pressure ratio between the exit pressure in the plenum cham-

ber and the upstream ambient pressure. For low pressure

ratios, the flow remains supersonic in all the test duct and

consists of oblique shock waves reflected by the walls and

interacting with the boundary layers. For a moderate pressure

ratio, a transonic flow is found inside the main channel and

two states can be reached. In one case, the exit supersonic jet

is attached to one side and no strong pressure fluctuations are

generated. In the other case, low-frequency base-pressure os-

cillations are produced by the normal shock motion, and a

self-excited cycle has been reported in this study. For the six

computed configurations, Schlieren visualizations as well as

base-pressure ratios compare favorably with the measure-

ments, indicating that the correct flow regime is well cap-

tured by the simulations. These simulations also show that

the abrupt switch from symmetrical to asymmetrical flow

pattern is well predicted and follows the hysteresis branch

obtained for decreasing pressure ratios. The asymmetric flow

pattern is the preferred configuration and this could be attrib-

uted to the periodic boundary used in the spanwise direction.

No aeroacoustic coupling is observed for the asymmetrical

flow pattern, in agreement with experiments.

Furthermore, a strong coupling between the first quarter-

wavelength resonance of the duct and the self-excited base

pressure oscillations induced by the normal shock wave near

the nozzle exit has been exhibited for one case, as also found

in the experiments. A simple model has been revisited to

support the present numerical results, and the computed reso-

nance frequency is found in reasonable agreement with the

predicted and the measured values. This kind of configura-

tion must be avoided in pipe flow systems since the gener-

ated sound pressure levels are quite high. Note that this prob-

lem has motivated the development of the present study.

A new solver based on computational aeroacoustics al-

gorithms has been developed to perform these simulations,

including an additional nonlinear low-order filter applied to

shock regions and an overset grid approach. This algorithm

is able to reproduce the different flow regimes and the aeroa-

coustic couplings. High fidelity simulations of unsteady

shock wave-boundary layer interactions occurring in con-

fined transonic flows will however require additional efforts,

as well as the simulation of the full 3D configuration in order

to hope to reproduce the correct impedance conditions at the

end of the channel.
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APPENDIX A: ADAPTIVE NONLINEAR FILTERING

When the flow contains strong shocks, an additional nu-

merical dissipation is introduced by using the adaptive non-

linear artificial dissipation model of Kim and Lee.
16

These

regions are identified using a Jameson-like sensor. Consider-

ing only the x-direction to simply algebra, the following pro-

cedure is applied on the pressure field:

Fi
j =

uor=−n
n drpi+ru

upi − or=−n
n drpi+ru

, sA1d

where dr are the coefficients of the chosen filter. The function

F takes its maxima in regions containing shocks, and is very

small in smooth regions. The classical Jameson detector
31

based on a second-order Laplacian filter is retrieved by tak-

ing n=1. The Jameson detector has shown to be too sensitive

to pressure fluctuations, and an excessive filtering of turbu-

lent structures may occur, as observed by Ducros et al.32 for

instance. Several approaches are possible to improve this

shock-detection procedure in order to minimize the dissipa-

tion outside of the shocks and to preserve the generated

acoustic field, as the use of the dilatation field
28 u=¹ ·u

rather than the pressure for the F-function.

In the present study, the classical Laplacian has been

replaced by a higher-order filter. Its transfer function in Fou-

rier’s space can be analyzed using a plane wave ansatz

exps−jkxd on a uniform grid of step size Dx, where k is the

wavenumber. It yields

F̂i
jskDxd =

uor=−n
n dr exps− jrkDxdu

u1 − or=−n
n dr exps− jrkDxdu

. sA2d

The sensor strength F̂i
j is displayed in Fig. 24 as a function

of the normalized wavenumber kDx for different filtering op-

erators, namely, the standard second-order sn=1d, fourth-

order sn=2d, and tenth-order sn=5d filters, and also the 11-

point optimized filter
10 sn=5d. Using higher-order detectors

leads to lower values in the low wavenumber range, whereas
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FIG. 23. Pressure ratio t=0.41, case R6. Computed sound pressure level of

the wall pressure along the main channel for the frequency peak at f
.700 Hz with a spectral resolution Df=50 Hz.
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for the high frequencies, the detector behaves as the classical

Jameson detector ensuring the shock-capturing property of

the procedure. A similar approach was proposed by Lockard

and Morris
33
using a sixth-order filtering.

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF THE RELATION
FOR THE BASE PRESSURE

In the experimental works,
2,3

the relation between the

pressure ratio pw /pa and the Mach number Me downstream

the normal shock is not reported. This relationship can be

established using one-dimensional compressible flow equa-

tions. For steady, inviscid and adiabatic flow, and for a con-

trol volume fixed in space and bounded by a closed surface

S, the integral conservation of mass, momentum, and total

enthalpy ht can be written as

R
S

ru · nds = 0,

R
S

sruu · n + pndds = 0,

R
s

rhtu · nds = 0,

where n is the outward pointing unit normal of S. By apply-
ing these relations to the control volume displayed in Fig. 25,

the three shock equations or jump conditions are obtained,

rhuhh = reueH , sB1d

pwsH − hd + sph + ruh
2dh = spe + rue

2dH , sB2d

rhuhhthh = reuehteH . sB3d

Solving Eq. sB2d for the pressure pw and remembering that

f=h /H, it follows that

s1 − fd
pw
pa

+ fsg + 1dS 2

g − 1
Dg/sg−1d

= s1 + gMe
2d
pe
pa

sB4d

for a perfect gas where use has been made of Mh=1 and

pa /ph= fsg+1d /2gg/sg−1d. Substituting Eq. sB1d into Eq. sB3d,
the temperature ratio Th /Te can be expressed as

Th
Te

=
2

g + 1
S1 + g − 1

2
Me

2D . sB5d

Moreover, from Eq. sB1d, it yields

ph
pe

=
Me

f
ÎTh

Te
. sB6d

Thus, substituting Eqs. sB5d and sB6d into Eq. sB4d, the
Rankine–Hugoniot relation relating the base pressure pw as a
function of the downstream subsonic Mach number Me is

obtained, corresponding to Eq. s1d,

1 − f

f

pw
pa

+ sg + 1dS 2

g + 1
Dg/sg−1d

− S 2

g + 1
Dsg+1d/s2sg−1dd 1 + gMe

2

MeÎ1 +
g − 1

2
Me

2

= 0.

This relation is plotted in Fig. 26 for different nozzle aspect

ratios 0.1#f#0.9.

Hhpa peph

pw

S

FIG. 25. Sketch of the control volume sdashed lined for the derivation of the
jump equations, and of the supersonic flow sdotted lined just behind the

sudden expansion.
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FIG. 26. Curves pw=pwsMed for f=0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9 in dashed lines.

Solid curve for f=0.4 corresponding to case R6 sPd pw /pa.0.165 and

Me.0.51.
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FIG. 24. Transfer function of the detector strength F̂i
j given by Eq. sA2d as

a function of the normalized wavenumber kDx. s– – –d Second-order filter
sclassical Jameson, n=1d; s · · · · · · · · d fifth-order filter sn=2d; s– · – · – d
tenth-order filter sn=5d; s—d 11-point optimized filter sn=5d.
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